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Ten comedians from the most popular Russian TV
comedy show bring their craft to Edinburgh

Stand-Up has gathered a team of talented actors and gone far beyond just
being a TV programme. Actors Ruslan Bely, Julia Akhmedova, Viktor Komarov,
Slava Komissarenko, Dmitry Romanov, Stas Starovoitov, Timur Karginov, Ivan
Abramov, Nurlan Saburov, and Ivan Usovich have become icons in Russia. Thanks
to them, tens of millions TV viewers have discovered stand up comedy for the
first time.

A project of Comedy Club Production, Stand-Up is one of the most popular
comedy shows on Russian TV. Reaching over four million people every week it’s
one of the leading prime-time rated shows on Russian TV.

Performing at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe will be another important event in
Comedy Club Production's festival activity. In recent years, the company has
participated in a number of international events, including Formula 1 and FINA
World Aquatics Championships.

Comedy Club Production is a Russian production company involved in making
TV programs, series and motion pictures, concerts and festivals, and other
segments of the entertainment market. Comedy Club Production is a key content
producer for channel TNT. Projects include Comedy Club Show, Comedy Woman,

Сomedy Battle, Stand Up!, Once Upon a Time in Russia, Dances, Don't Sleep!,

Where's the Logic?, Improvisation, and series Interns, Univer, Our Russia, Bearded
Man, and many others.

www.standup.ru
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C venues
vibrant vivacious variety

head of press and marketing
Nick Abrams

   head of external affairs
Sheridan Humphreys

associate director
Siva Zagel

artistic director
Hartley T A Kemp

year round administration
C venues London

5 Alexandra Mansions
Chichele Road

London NW2 3AS

during the Fringe in August
C venues Edinburgh

Press office at C nova
India Buildings, Victoria Street

Ticket collection at any C venue

press office tel 0845 260 1060
fax 0845 260 1061

box office tel 0845 260 1234

email press@Cvenues.com
www.Cvenues.com

Comedy Club Production (Russia)

Stand-Up from Russia
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ten word blurb

Russia’s biggest comedians play the Fringe for the very first time.

twenty word blurb

Ensemble stand-up from Russia’s biggest comedy names. Edinburgh Fringe’s
first taste of the cream of Russian comedy.

fringe programme 40-word blurb

The biggest comedians from Russia are coming to the Fringe for the very first
time! This ensemble stand-up show features the best of the best Russia's
comedy scene has to offer. Performed in English. www.standup.ru.

fringe web blurb

The biggest comedians from Russia are coming to the Fringe for the very first
time! Since 2013, seven million people tune in every Sunday to watch these
stars on the critically acclaimed TV-show StandUp: Brand New Show. These
comedians have literally hundreds upon hundreds of hours of performing
experience on stages across the planet, resulting in an hour long
phenomenal ensemble stand-up show, specifically and exclusively for the
Fringe. Don't miss this fresh take on the art of stand-up: see for yourself
what Russia's top comedians have to offer! Performed in English.
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